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Freenet6 History

- Started Feb. 1999 with web-based interface
- Using TSP since May 2001
- Went from experimental to real deployment in February 2003
  - Using HexOS 1.0
- September 2004
  - NAT traversal
  - Switched from 6Bone addressing to “production” addresses
- October 2005
  - Transferred to Teleglobe POP for better performance and routing
Number of users

- **Fall 2004**
  - 112000 different endpoints in database (anonymous and users)
  - Approximately 4500 active tunnels at all time.
- **Now (with new server)**
  - Registered users: 16408
  - Allocated prefixes: 3737
  - Total number of tunnels: 9239
  - Tunnels with NAT traversal: 4298 (roughly 50%)